A booking site with a heart

We’d love to have you join our EcoHotels.com community
for sustainable hotels and sincere eco-entrepreneurs,
strongly committed to sustainable development!

We can offer you:

0% Commission for 2020

EcoHotels.com provides a booking site based on
fair principles: low commissions, best practice
sharing, and a sense of community – ensuring
that we can continue to run our properties with a
passion for sustainability.

8% commission for the following 9 months.

10% commission for perpetuity thereafter.
A community where we can share
good ideas, best practices, new
technologies and favorite suppliers

Planting trees and supporting 4Ocean
EcoHotels is committed to giving back to the environment, and we
have chosen 2 significant areas in which to make a difference:
planting trees to increase reforestation, and supporting 4Ocean
in their efforts to clean our oceans for plastic waste.

One Booking

One Tree

Each booking will elicit either one tree planted or an equivalent
amount donated to 4Ocean – and, as the effort will be made in your
hotels´ name, you get to choose which one you prefer.
Initially, the trees will be planted in Denmark, helping this overly
farmed country to increase eco-diversity and create a livable
habitat for insect and animal species, as well as reducing CO2.
In the near future, we’re will also be planting trees around the world.
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Truly dedicated & certified hotels
We ensure that only truly dedicated and certified hotels are on
our site – at the same time, we understand that sustainability has
many faces and that each hotel may have its own approach to
sustainability, prioritizing what lies closest to their hearts.
There are many certifications out there, and some are more intense
than others (and some are just greenwashing, as we’re sure you
agree).
So we have decided that the Global Sustainable Tourism
Council’s list of approved certifications will be the gateway to
joining our site. Your hotel already meets this certification standard
and is ready to go.
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Facts, Transparency, and
less greenwashing.
We believe that tourism, one of the world’s largest and
fastest-growing industries, has the potential to be a
power for good. In order for that to happen, we need
more facts, more transparency, and less greenwashing. EcoHotels.com aims to be a tool for the
sustainability-conscious traveler, who values
commitment and responsible actions equally to a good
experience and a comfortable stay...

We hope to welcome you into our family, and work with you
towards a brighter and more sustainable future –
full of exciting adventures across the world!

